
 
Players will be judged for the painting quality of his or her army during preset intermissions during the tournament (see 
tournament schedule). If the player earns full points under “Initial Judging,” they are eligible for up to 15 further points based 
on painting, conversions, basing, et cetera.  

Initial Judging  Points 
There is at least one model in the army that has undercoat as 
one of its three colors to meet tournament minimums.  

0  

The army is fully painted, but only to the most basic 
requirements.  

8  

Army is fully painted: it is painted beyond the minimum 
tournament standard. Give benefit to this unless there are 
models in the army that have an undercoat as one of its three 
colors.  

15  

Model Basing: The army’s basing must also be 
uniform/consistent between different units and models to 
receive additional points.  

Points  

Bare bases, no flock  0  
Basic one flock  2  
Multiple flock or highlights with one flock  4  
Bases with variety of flock, highlights, and additional 
elements.  

6  

Conversions  Points 
No conversions of note (none, or just a couple rank and file 
models have head or arm swaps)  

0  

Units or character models have multi-kit conversions 
(head/weapon/bitz swaps).  

2  

The army has difficult conversions including use of greenstuff 
for sculpting, putty, plasticard and/or has significant multi-kit 
conversions for the entire army.  

4  

The army includes scratch built conversions or sculpts, a large 
amount of models with difficult conversions (see above 
description), or the entire army is extremely converted.  

6  

Painting Skills: The army’s painting must also be uniform, 
have a consistent theme to receive additional points.  

Points  

No advanced techniques  0  
The models incorporate basic highlight/shading  2  
The models incorporate layering with highlights or blending 
(but not seamless)  

4  

The models have been shaded with seamless blending  6  
Extras: Display Base  Points 
Standard cookie sheet or rubbermaid lid to move the army 
around  

0  

A prepared display base for the army with some flock, 
painting, etc.  

2  

An exceptional display base that blows the judge away – an 
impressive diorama  

4  

Extras: Details  Points 
No extras  0  
The army has rough freehand work, basic unit markings, and/or 
basic vehicle weathering  

1  

The army has quality freehand work , clean unit markings, 
and/or vehicle weathering  

2  

The army has exceptional freehand work, stellar unit markings, 
and/or realistic vehicle weathering  

4  

 




